
 

A meeting of the FPS Commercial Committee held on Thursday 

25th November 2021 from 10:00-13:00 via Teams 

 

 

 

In Attendance: 

  Tom Allen (Co-Vice Chair)     Rock & Alluvium 

Ian Alcorn      Roger Bullivant 

David Bell      GSS 

Daniel Cairney     Keller  

Stephen Edmondson (Co-Vice Chair)  Foundation Piling  

Simon Lyons     Central Piling 

Matthew Moran      

Alex Walsh      Van Elle 

Andy West       Bachy Soletanche 

 

Present: 

  Melissa Bramley  Secretariat  

   Kathryn de Rochefort   Secretariat  

  Ciaran Jennings   Secretary  

 

No  TOPIC  ACTION  
1.  APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE    

  Paul Kelly (Dawson Wam), Craig Macklin (Franki), John Glennon (Expanded), Steve 
Sherry (JRL), Peter Kerr (Dawson Wam), Damien-F Kilkenny (Bachy Soletanche), 
Shane Ryan (Murphy), Jonathan McGall (Dawson Wam), Sharon Foley 
(Franki/Martello), Mark Sheridan (BAM), Michael Parks (Cementation Skanska). 

  

2.  MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING    

  Approval of the Minutes of the meeting held on Thursday 18th March 2021 
 
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved.    

  
  

3.  MATTERS ARISING    
  

a. Welcome from the Vice Chairs  
 

Tom and Stephen introduce themselves as Co-Vice Chairs of the Commercial 
Committee.  
 
Stephen highlighted that he would like to address the risks in the ground that the FPS 
Members are routinely asked to take on. He stated that geotechnical contractors are 
often expected to act as a panacea to the ground risks and simply manage and deal 
with them as they occur. See discussion on item 5 

 
b. Mission Statement 
 
Tom asked the group for their thoughts on what the mission statement should be for 
the Commercial Committee as the other committees have very clear objectives and 
goals. He asked whether a vision statement would be useful. It was agreed that a 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



vision/mission statement would be useful, but consideration also needed to be given 
for the short term/more immediate issues needed to also be identified and addressed. 
Tom agreed to draft a statement for the Committee to review.  
 
Stephen asked the group if they had any ideas or topics to bring to the table Tom 
suggested the promotion of the commercial function to schools and universities. 
Ciaran stated that that Julia Hill is already heading up an early careers group (ECG) 
and that it may be worth speaking to the group as they are targeting schools and 
university.  
 
Stephen suggested that it maybe worth having a webinar on early careers and the 
opportunities for Quantity Surveyors and similar Commercially involved roles. Ciaran 
reported that the ECG had established a webinar programme they could feed into.  
  
Melissa mentioned that Julia Hill sent an email offering ECG volunteer to the 
committee to assist its work and help accelerate the pace of the work programme.  
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Melissa Bramley  

4. MARKET TRENDS: Q3 2021 STATISTICS REVIEW   

 Ciaran shared the statistical data that only went up to the 3rd quarter.  
 
It was noted these showed a significant spike in demand in the second Quarter, which 
was possibly HS2 orders or pent-up demand from the pandemic. The group reported 
that the market was strong currently although availability of people and materials 
remained a difficult ongoing challenge.  
 
 

 

5. STANDARDISED APPROACH TO CONTRACT TERM AND PI INSURANCE 
PREMIUMS   

 

  
Andy referred to Stephen’s statement about the risks that the FPS takes on but also 
highlighted that if they do not accept a certain amount of risk another contractor will, 
which ultimately means losing work.  
 
Stephen stated that the FPS attendance schedule is one of the most useful 
documents we have and queried whether it would be helpful to have a standardised 
document with a similar set of guidance around common areas of ground risk. Tom 
suggested a standardised set of terms might be useful. Steven stressed that all 
contractors would have to make their own commercial decisions but that having a 
common starting point would be useful to set expectations. It was thought also that 
providing some tools to educate people both within the FPS and externally would be 
useful. It was agreed that a webinar would be useful. 
 
Daniel asked if there are any pre-existing documents that we could draw from. Ciaran 
suggested that the Construction Playbook would be good for reference from the Build 
UK website.  
 
Stephen agreed to circulate a set of problematic terms/clauses and issues for all to 
review ahead of creating a common document. Volunteers were asked to come 
forward to develop the content for a webinar in parallel with the document.   
 
Daniel explained that in Keller they try to get an understanding of a cap on indirect 
consequences etc. As the indirect costs can often be more than the direct costs. 
Andy agreed that a sensible cap is required. 
 
Daniel explained that PI insurance can be complicated for Keller given that they 
operate internationally and have a policy that has to cover multiple territories. 
Stephen suggested about starting a document for general guidance once completed 
Kathryn will circulate and have the rest of the committee input their thoughts.  
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Ciaran mentioned that there is a CIC meeting regarding PI Insurance that maybe 
helpful to attend. He explained that the CIC were working with the government to 
develop a proposal on a government backed PI insurance scheme for construction. 
Steve Hadley (FPS Chair) had attended the first meeting but not really seen much 
progress from it. However, it was thought that a member of the Commercial 
Committee might be able to engage more meaningfully with it. Ciaran stated that 
getting project insurers and PI to recognise the importance of good ground 
investigation and the use of FPS Members should provide levels of quality assurance 
that should encourage lower premiums. However, it was also commented that Lloyds 
believed the market pre-price increases was unsustainable and that the increases 
were necessary. Stephen asked Ciaran to circulate CIC information.  
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6. HS2 GENERAL UPDATE  

 Ciaran started by saying that there is a push to bring in workers from overseas, but 
the government have pushed back and are being inflexible over their rules. However, 
it looks as though this will improve due to the need for workers starts to jeopardise 
the project.  
 
Ciaran reported that a pilot project is due to start for the Trainee CPCS card. This will 
allow piling rig operators to be trained on-site. HS2 have been supporting the project 
by supplying a simulator as part of the training and the trial shall initially start with 
FPS Members working on HS2.  
 
Andy also stated that there has been a great deal of delays due to a lack of rig 
drivers as well as issues with sourcing materials. Tom pointed out prices of materials 
are also increasing. Daniel pointed out that import and export cost are increasing the 
prices of materials but C1 and C2 are hoping to progress in early 2022. 
 

 

7. WORKING WITH BULID UK AND EFFC  

 Ciaran explained that the EFFC is an umbrella federation covering Europe with 16 
member countries who have piling trade associations. The UK is one of the founding 
members and is actively involved in its Contracts Working Group via Andy West. 
Build UK is the UK’s construction trade association and represents both specialist 
contractors and principal contractors. They have access to government and are a 
primary channel for the FPS to advance issues that such as fair certification/payment, 
uncapped liabilities etc.   
 
Andy pointed out that EFFC are following a lot of what the FPS are already doing but 
we should be following them with regards to digitalisation. Ciaran pointed out that this 
is a difficult challenge owing to the speed of digital adaptation gives individual 
contractors a commercial advantage. Neither the EFFC or FPS should interfere with 
this, however both should be seeking opportunities to ensure there is a level playing 
field in terms of standards and working practices.   
 

 

8. FUEL DUTY UPDATE  

  
Stephen stated that having to move from red diesel to white poses the risk of theft 
and security breaches on sites. He questioned whether we should put the risk back 
onto the principal contractor? 
 
Daniel suggested sign posting that says red diesel on the vehicles or even adding red 
dye to the fuel in order to deter thieves. Ian stated that it is likely that theft would still 
take place.  
 
Stephen suggested making it the responsibility of the principal contractor. Andy 
proposed that it is added to the Schedule of Attendance. Ciaran explained that any 
changes would need to be taken to the Executive Commitee and the Quarterly 
Committee for approval, but that the Commercial Committee were free to change the 
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document as they choose. Tom posed to the group whether there would be another 
committee that could be consulted for other ideas to avoid changing the Schedule of 
Attendance. Ciaran recommended that the committee speak to the Operations 
Committee  
 
Stephen and Tom to send proposed changes for the Schedule of Attendance to 
Ciaran for editing.  
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9. ANY OTHER BUISNESS   

 Daniel asked if there is a register of technical experts? Ciaran said that he could send 
a list of experts for reference but that the Technical Committee members were 
generally the best place to start if there was a specific query. 
 

Ciaran Jennings 

10. 2022 Meetings (10:00-13:00)  

 • 17th March  

• 16th June  

• 27th September  

• 24th November  

 

 


